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whose concurrent execution initiates simultane-ously and potentially results in the data dependentstatements' execution. The resulting programhas better synchronization behavior; moreover,ordering one pair of such statements can satisfymany dependences. Although this technique couldoverly constrain concurrency, experiments haveshown that critical path time is not adverselya�ected [BCF*88]. These issues are discussed inSection 4. The resulting DAG of constraints re-sults in increased concurrency over previous work,which was restricted to a total order among suchstatements [Hsi88] [BCFH89].� This paper extends the notion of shared and privatestorage to accommodate nested processes withDAG constraints, where data dependences deter-mine how a variable should be logically shared orkept private with respect to processes that referencethat variable.� We formalize the notion of privatization througha data ow framework, obtaining a fast methodof determining where privatization can improveconcurrency.Section 2 describes the input and output of ouralgorithm in terms of an example that should motivatethis work. Our algorithm, presented in Section 3, relieson two subalgorithms:� Where statement concurrency is a�ected by a datadependence, the algorithm given in Section 4 deter-mines which statements must be partially orderedto satisfy the dependence.� Reductions in concurrency may render some pri-vatization ine�ective. After statements are par-tially ordered, the algorithm given in Section 5determines where privatization no longer obtainsincreased concurrency.Section 6 contains experiments that measure thee�ectiveness of our methods.2 BackgroundIn this section, we describe the input and output ofour algorithm. For output, we use a nested fork-join



parallel model which allows the concurrent executionof loop iterations and statements of a procedure. Suchfeatures are found in languages such as OCCAM [PM87](a derivative of CSP) and Parallel Fortran [IBM88]. Ourmodel also allows any process to declare for itself aprivate instance of any variable.For input, we assume that a sequential procedurehas been analyzed and its associated control and datadependence graphs have been constructed [ABC*87].Such analysis may incorporate the e�ects of otherprocedures or any facts provided by an informed user;we assume that any such information is represented inthe control and data dependence graphs.2.1 Target Parallel ModelOur parallel model includes the ordinary sequentialprogramming constructs prevalent in languages suchas Fortran and Pascal. Such constructs imply se-quential execution: a single instruction stream existsbefore, during, and after each instruction. For thepurpose of introducing concurrency, we include two ad-ditional constructs that enable the execution of multipleconcurrently-executed instruction streams: doall andcobegin: : :coend.The doall construct allows its iterations to executeconcurrently. The cobegin: : :coend construct is similarto an ordinary begin: : :end pair, except that state-ments nested immediately inside this construct executeconcurrently. Sequential execution is achieved within acobegin: : :coend scope by appropriately surroundingstatements with a begin: : :end pair. We allow anextension of the typical cobegin: : :coend construct: ADAG of constraints can be speci�ed among processesat the same nesting level within a cobegin: : :coendpair. We do not allow arbitrary constraints, for reasonsdiscussed in Section 4. Expression of such parallelism isallowed in Parallel Fortran [IBM88].cobeginbegin(0)S0endbegin(1) after(0)S1S2endbegin(2) after(0)S3S4endbegin(3) after(1,2)S5endcoend Figure 1: Block-Style ParallelismIn Figure 1, statements S1 and S2 execute se-quentially, as do statements S3 and S4. However,S1 and S2 may execute concurrently with S3 and S4.None of these statements executes until statement S0�nishes, and statement S5 is in a block that waits forthe completion of both preceding begin: : :end blocks.

Such constraints are not easily expressible in manyparallel programming languages. Such constraints couldbe implemented by synchronization; we specify suchconstraints by syntax only for reasons of clarity. Ourpurpose is to demonstrate how such constraints can beautomatically determined at compile-time.We also introduce a private statement, by whichprocess-speci�c instances of variables can be declaredfor doall iterations or for a block of statements insidea cobegin: : :coend. When associated with a doall,a private statement e�ectively causes each iterationto access distinct instances of those variables men-tioned in the private statement. Now consider acobegin: : :coend pair that surrounds a collection ofbegin: : :end blocks. When a private statement is as-sociated with a begin: : :end block, that block accessesa distinct instance of each variable declared private.Additionally, a private variable may be declared withthe tag \copy out", which indicates that the valueassigned by the parallel construct should persist ontermination of the construct. The semantics of valuecopying for private variables are as follows:1. Prior to any program-speci�ed concurrent activityfor the given construct, space is allocated for theprivate variables.2. The parallel components of the construct can thenexecute concurrently.3. Once all components have completed execution,all copyout operations are performed. For eachcopyout variable, only one process may provide avalue.These semantics avoid race conditions. For example,consider two blocks of a cobegin: : :coend construct,where the �rst block accesses the (by default) sharedinstance of v, and the second block declares a privateinstance of a variable v, tagged copyout. Withoutthe above precautions, the copyout value of v couldaccidentally be accessed by the �rst block.2.2 Control DependenceDuring the execution of a sequential program, theresults of some operations, such as branches, determinewhether other statements will subsequently be executed.The control dependence graph [FOW87] summarizesthose conditions that may a�ect a statement's execu-tion. To the precision of ow (non-semantic) analysis,control dependences represent control ow relationshipsthat must be respected by any execution of the program,whether parallel or sequential. By examining thecontrol dependence graph, we can eliminate unnecessarysequencing and expose potential parallelism.Consider the example shown in Figure 2. All ofthe labeled statements except S1 and S8 are controldependent on the branch taken by statement S1, eventhough other branches intervene between statements S7and S9. If the ow of control passes from S1 to S2, theexecution of statements S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, and S9 isguaranteed.Control dependence can be computed from thecontrol ow graph of a program. Nodes of the controlow graph could be any form of basic block: statements,



(S1)if (a)then(S2) x = y(S3) z = v(S4) y = z + t(S5) t = y(S6) q = y(S7) if (b)then(S8) z = wendif(S9) f = zendifFigure 2: Original Source Programmaximal basic blocks, or any straight-line sequence. Wemake the following assumptions:� a basic block corresponds to a statement of theprogram.� the control ow graph contains a unique entry nodeEntry and a unique exit node Exit .� the control ow graph is augmented with an edgefrom the Entry to the Exit node to obtain a singlyrooted control dependence graph.� if a node has multiple successors, then the edgesfrom that node have distinct labels (such as \T"and \F").De�nition 1 Let Gcf = (N;Ecf ) be a control owgraph. We say that node Z is post-dominated by nodeY in Gcf if every directed path from Z to Exit containsY , Z 6= Y , and Y 6= Exit .The post-dominator graph is a tree, and we denotethe post-dominator tree for the graph Gcf by PDcf .Post-dominators can be computed by solving the dom-inators problem [LT79] over the reverse control owgraph.De�nition 2 The control dependence graph Gcd =(N;Ecd) has the same nodes as Gcf , with edges deter-mined by the control dependence relation:X cd Y if1. there exists a non-empty, directed path P in Gcffrom X to Y with all nodes in P (except X and Y )post-dominated by Y and2. X is not post-dominated by Y .In other words there is some edge from X thatde�nitely causes Y to execute, and there is also somepath from X that avoids executing Y . We associatewith this control dependence from X to Y the labelon the control ow edge from X that causes Y toexecute. Where necessary, we denote the edges of acontrol dependence graph as a triple: (X;Y; l), where l isthe associated label. Two nodes X and Y are identicallycontrol dependent on a node P if both are controldependent on P and the control dependence from Pto X has the same label as the control dependence from

P to Y . In other words, (P;X; l) and (P; Y; l) are bothedges in the control dependence graph.The control dependence relation can be computedas the solution to a ow problem over the controlow graph, as suggested by the above de�nition. Inthis paper, we rely on a more e�cient algorithm thatrequires a single pass over the post-dominator tree of thecontrol ow graph [CFR*89] [CF87a]. More formally,Gcd = CD alg(Ecf ; PDcf )For sequencing and privatization, we use a sub-graph of the control dependence graph that reectsonly those control dependences relevant to statementparallelization.De�nition 3 The forward control dependence subgraphis Gfcd = (N;Efcd) where Efcd � Ecd is computed asfollows:1. Compute PDcf : the post-dominators of Gcf .2. Construct Gfcf = (N;Efcf ), whereEfcf = Ecf � f(X;Y ) j Y dominates X in GcfgThus, Efcf contains all edges of Ecf except theback edges.3. Compute Gfcd = CD alg(Efcf ; PDcf ). The edgesEfcd are thus determined by the control depen-dence algorithm [CF87a], using the control owedges Efcf and the post-dominator relation PDcf .Where unambiguous, we drop the subscripts ofGfcd in favor of G = (N;E) for the forward controldependence graph.Theorem 1 Gfcd is a tree if Gcf is a structured controlow graph.Proof. See [Hsi88].Although structured control ow graphs simplifythe problems addressed in this paper, we assume themore general class of reducible control ow graphs.Theorem 2 Gfcd is acyclic if Gcf is reducible.Proof. Assume that Gfcd contains a path fromnode X to itself. By the de�nition of forward controldependence, there must be a path in Gcf from X toitself that contains no back edges. However, this wouldimply that Gcf is irreducible. 2We now prove two lemmas that will participate inproving the correctness of our algorithm. We assumetopo# is a topological numbering of Gfcf ; i.e., if thereis an edge (X;Y ) in Efcf then topo#(Y ) > topo#(X).Lemma 1 If A is an ancestor of B in Gfcd, topo#(B)> topo#(A).Proof. Since A is an ancestor of B in Gfcd, thereis a path from A to B in Gfcf . Since > is transitive,topo#(B) > topo#(A) by induction on the length of thepath. 2Lemma 2 If A is an ancestor of B in Gfcd, and C post-dominates A in the control ow graph Gcf , topo#(C)> topo#(B) > topo#(A).



Proof. By Lemma 1, topo#(B) > topo#(A). Weprove that C post-dominates B in Gcf , thus showingthat topo#(C) > topo#(B).Assume that C does not post-dominate B in Gcf .Since A is an ancestor of B in Gfcd, there must exist apath from A to B in Gfcf . Because that path cannotcontain any post-dominators of A, it cannot contain C.Since we assumed that C does not post-dominate B inGcf , there must exist a path from B to Exit which doesnot contain C; thus, there exists a path from A to Exitwhich does not contain C. This contradicts the factthat C post-dominates A. 2Ignoring data dependences, control dependenceanalysis of the program in Figure 2 results in the parallelprogram shown in Figure 3. Statements S2{S7 andS9 execute concurrently if S1 takes its \then" branch.While these statements are executing, statement S7 maychoose to execute S8.(S1)if (a)thencobegin(S2) x = y(S3) z = v(S4) y = z + t(S5) t = y(S6) q = y(S7) if (b)then(S8) z = wendif(S9) f = zcoendendifFigure 3: Parallel Program that Ignores Data Depen-dences2.3 Data DependenceWhereas control dependences identify those conditionsunder which statements execute, data dependencesestablish an ordering between the statements and iter-ations of a program. Together, the data and controldependence graphs represent those constraints thatmust be satis�ed by any transformation of the originalsequential program. We avoid a full treatment ofdata dependences [Kuc78] in favor of considering thoseaspects of data dependence relevant to our algorithms.We are primarily concerned with satisfying loop-independent dependences. The identi�cation of such de-pendences is a natural consequence of data dependenceanalysis [BC86]. Loop-carried dependences, which existbetween statements in di�erent iterations of a loop, donot lead to DAG-constrained parallelism; they can besatis�ed by serializing iterations of the loops that carrythem.Consider again the program shown in Figure 2.Analysis [BC86] results in the following dependencesrelevant to the parallelization of statements:1. Statement S3 computes a value for z that can beused by S4 and S9. S4 computes a value for y that

is used by S5 and S6. S8 computes a value for zthat can be used by S9.2. Statement S2 uses a value for y that is subsequentlyoverwritten by S4. S4 uses values for t and z thatcan be overwritten by S5 and S8, respectively.3. Statement S3 computes a value for z that can beoverwritten by S8.The �rst group of dependences represents valueow; such dependences cannot be eliminated. The re-maining dependences are storage-related; privatizationcan sometimes eliminate such dependences.We now see that the parallel program of Figure 3 isincorrect, because data dependent statements executeconcurrently. The algorithm presented in Section 4constrains concurrency to satisfy dependences.Figure 4 shows the e�ects of satisfying all datadependences by reducing concurrency. Notice thatthe DAG constraints allow the concurrent executionof statements S5 and S6. In previous work based onthe control dependence graph, all statements in thisexample would execute sequentially [BCFH89].(S1)if (a)thencobeginbegin(2)(S2) x = yendbegin(3)(S3) z = vendbegin(4) after(2,3)(S4) y = z + tendbegin(5) after(4)(S5) t = yendbegin(6) after(4)(S6) q = yendbegin(7) after(3,4)(S7) if (b)then(S8) z = wendifendbegin(9) after(3,7)(S9) f = zendcoendendifFigure 4: Correct Parallel Program, No PrivatizationFigure 5 shows the results of also performingprivatization to the example in Figure 2. The di�erencebetween Figures 4 and 5 is that in Figure 5, y isprivatized to eliminate the dependences from S2 to S4.



(S1)if (a)thencobeginbegin(2)(S2) x = yendbegin(3)(S3) z = vendbegin(4) after(3)private ycobeginbegin(40)(S4) y = z + tendbegin(50) after (40)(S5) t = yendbegin(60) after (40)(S6) q = yendcoendendbegin(7) after(3,4)(S7) if (b)then(S8) z = wendifendbegin(9) after(3,7)(S9) f = zendcoendendifFigure 5: Correct Parallel Program With Privatization3 AlgorithmWe now consider how to generate DAG parallelismfrom the control and data dependence graphs of aprocedure. The algorithm is in the style of data owalgorithms, in that it initially assumes an incorrect,liberal solution and works toward a correct (perhapsconservative) solution.Because privatization can increase parallelism, ouralgorithm initially assumes that we can pro�tably elim-inate all data dependences by introducing private vari-ables for every store. We then assess the correctness orbene�ts of the assumed privatization. The more imme-diate concern is when privatization cannot eliminate thedependence. For example, a ow dependence betweentwo statements cannot be eliminated by privatization.When we cannot eliminate a dependence by performingthe assumed privatization, we instead reduce paral-lelism by sequencing the appropriate statements. Thesecondary issue concerns the bene�ts of privatization.We consider privatization to eliminate a dependencebetween two statements Si and Sj inappropriate if:� Statements Si and Sj execute sequentially anyway.Privatization does not a�ect concurrency betweenthe statements, and so is useless. In the example

of Figure 5, the dependence between statementsS4 and S5 (due to t) is not eliminated becausethe two statements are sequenced due to the owdependence on y.� The cost of managing privatized variables is exces-sive. In Figure 5, consider the variable z, which isde�ned by S3 and S8 such that either de�nition canreach the use of z at S9. Because the de�nition atS8 is conditional, a run-time test would be requiredto decide whether S3 or S8 provides the value forS9.Both of these issues are discussed further in Sec-tion 5. We emphasize that the sequencing due to adependence may a�ect the usefulness of privatizationthroughout a procedure. The algorithm is outlined inFigure 6.Initialization1. Initialize all loops to doall.2. For each node i 2 N , initialize SEQSET (i) =fg. The set SEQSET (i) identi�es thoseidentically control dependent nodes that aresequenced after node i. Initially, all iden-tically control dependent nodes are assumedto execute concurrently as blocks of acobegin: : :coend, so each SEQSET is empty.Computation For each data dependence d = Si� Sj1. if d is loop-carried, then change the appro-priate loops from doall to sequential doloops [BCFH89].2. if d is loop-independent and cannot be elimi-nated by privatization then(a) SEQUENCE(Si, Sj)(b) Repeat until no change:i. change = falseii. For each data dependence p = Sk�Slif CHECK PRIV(p) reneges privatiza-tion, thenA. change = trueB. SEQUENCE(Sk, Sl)Figure 6: Main AlgorithmThe simple form of our algorithm, as stated above,checks each dependence after any sequencing to deter-mine if privatization bene�ts are lost. A more cleverscheme, described in Section 5, limits the dependencesthat must be checked after sequencing.4 Satisfying Data DependencesWe use the algorithm in this section to satisfy a loop-independent data dependence A � B. Such dependencesrelate nodes whose statements cannot execute concur-rently. We reduce concurrency among statements byintroducing DAG constraints to ensure that B doesnot execute before A. Although the data dependent



statements could themselves be constrained, we chooseto impose constraints only between identically controldependent nodes. This greatly simpli�es synchroniza-tion: Suppose that the data dependent statementswere themselves synchronized, perhaps through P andV semaphores. The statements may be guarded bybranches, such that the source of the dependence isskipped prior to executing the sink of the dependence.Generally, \�x-up" code would be required to managethe semaphores [BCF*89]. However, if synchronizationis placed on identically control dependent statements,then either all associated synchronization instructionsexecute or none do. Although this approach canoverly constrain concurrency, a preliminary experimentobserved no signi�cant adverse a�ect [BCF*88].Consider a loop-independent dependence betweentwo arbitrary nodes A and B of the control dependencegraph. The algorithm in Section 3 assumes that allidentically control dependent nodes can execute concur-rently. Constraints must therefore be placed betweenany pair of identically control dependent nodes � and �that have A and B as children, respectively, to ensurethat A executes before B:SEQ(A;B) =f(�; �) j� and �, � 6= �, are identically controldependent on some Z in Gfcd,9 a path in Gfcd from � to A,9 a path in Gfcd from � to B gIn terms of the algorithm in Section 3, � 2SEQSET (�) if (�; �) 2 SEQ(A;B) for any nodes Aand B.Since Gfcd is a tree if Gcf is a structured controlow graph (Lemma 1), SEQ(A;B) contains at mostone pair of nodes in such graphs for any A and B.In general, where Gfcd is constructed from reduciblecontrol ow graphs, SEQ(A;B) can contain more thanone pair of nodes; nevertheless, our algorithm computessuch information e�ciently.1. Input: A forward control dependence graphGfcd =(N;Efcd)2. for all n 2 N initialize reach(n) = fng3. for each node n 2 N in reverse topological order ofGfcd dofor each node x 2 succ(n) doreach(n) = reach(n) [ reach(x)Figure 7: Algorithm to compute reach setBefore considering how to compute a SEQ set, wedescribe a preprocessing step that improves the e�-ciency of our algorithm. We compute the set reach(n)for every n 2 N , where a node x is in reach(n) if andonly if x is reachable from n:reach(n) = fx 2 N j 9 a path in G from n to xg

The reach set can be formulated as a simple data owproblem (see Figure 7). For all n 2 N , initializereach(n) = fng. Visit the nodesN in reverse topologicalorder of G, adding reach(x) to reach(n) for everysuccessor x of n. Since G is acyclic (by Theorem 2),we can solve this data ow problem in one iteration.4.1 Sequencing algorithmGiven a data dependence, we must now determine whichnodes to sequence in the forward control dependencegraph Gfcd = (N;Efcd). 1 Informally, we search thegraph for identically control dependent nodes that couldresult in the concurrent execution of data dependentnodes. We use the reach sets to hasten this process.The search is initiated by the algorithm shown inFigure 6, which determines that sequencing is eithernecessary or desirable. The search begins at a node(LCA) through which all paths must pass to reacheither data dependent node. The algorithm thenproceeds through the forward control dependence graphin search of identically control dependent siblings thatcan reach the data dependent nodes.The SEQUENCE algorithm shown in Figure 8 com-putes (LCA) and initializes the search. The Find SEQalgorithm shown in Figure 9 performs the actual search.Invocation: SEQUENCE (A,B), whereA and B are data dependent nodes whoseconcurrent execution should be prevented.Initialize: All nodes are unvisited by Find SEQProcedure:1. Compute LCA: the closest dominator of nodesA and B in Gfcd For structured programs,LCA can be computed as the least commonancestor of A and B. Otherwise, the nodecorresponding to the innermost common loopthat contains both A and B su�ces.2. Invoke Find SEQ (LCA;A;B)Figure 8: SEQUENCE algorithm4.2 Correctness of Sequencing Algo-rithmTheorem 3 Find SEQ will always terminate whencalled on a node in a forward control dependence graphG which is computed from a reducible control owgraph.Proof. Since Gcf is a reducible control ow graph,Gfcd is acyclic (by Lemma 2). Therefore, we cannotloop forever due to an in�nite chain of recursive callsto Find SEQ. Eventually, within a call to some nodeFind SEQ(n), statement 2c will be executed, and noden will be marked. Since there are a �nite number ofnodes in G, Find SEQ will eventually mark all of them,and must terminate. 21Recall that edges are triples, where the third component isthe label associated with the control dependence.



Invocation: Find SEQ(n, A, B), where� The search will begin at node n.� A and B are the data dependent nodes.Procedure: mark each label li as not processed.1. if n is already visited, then return2. for each edge (n; d1; l) 2 Efcd, where l is notprocessed(a) if A 2 reach(d1) and B 2 reach(d1) thencompute Find SEQ(d1; A;B)(b) otherwise if there exists d2 such that(n; d2; l) 2 Efcd and B 2 reach(d2) thenSEQSET (d1) = SEQSET (d1) [ fd2g(c) Mark d1 as visitedFigure 9: Find SEQ algorithmThe following theorem is central to the correctnessof Find SEQ.Theorem 4 Given a forward control dependence graphG = (N;E) that is computed from a reducible controlow graph Gcf , a connected subgraph G0 = (N 0; E0) �G is a tree if it contains the root (Entry), and allsuccessors of any node n 2 N 0 are identically controldependent upon n.Proof. Assign a topological numbering topo# tothe nodes in Gfcf .Assume that G0 is not a tree. There must exist anode n 2 N 0 which has two predecessors, p1; p2 2 N 0.By the de�nition of G0, jSEQ(p1; p2)j � 1. Choose somemember of SEQ(p1; p2) and call it (p01; p02).By the de�nition of control dependence, either p02post-dominates p01, or vice-versa. Without loss of gener-ality, assume p02 post-dominates p01. Since p01 is an ances-tor of n in G0 � G, topo#(p02) > topo#(n) > topo#(p01)(by Lemma 2). However, p02 is an ancestor of n in G0,and topo#(n) > topo#(p02) (by Lemma 1), which is acontradiction. 2This theorem shows that Find SEQ is correct.When statement 2b is executed, there can be at mostone node d2 identically control dependent with d1that reaches y, so we do not have to search for anyother node identically control dependent with d1 thatreaches y. Otherwise, Find SEQ visits every nodedominated by LCA. Since A and B are dominatedby LCA, all members of SEQ(A;B) are also pairs ofnodes dominated by LCA, and we are guaranteed thatSEQUENCE will �nd every pair in SEQ(A;B).In fact, the theorem also implies that we can speedup our algorithm by pruning the search tree. If d1reaches both x and y, there can be no other nodeidentically control dependent with d1 that can reacheither x or y. Therefore, we do not always have to searchthrough every edge from n.Finally, we show that sequencing d1 and d2 accord-ing to their topological order in the control ow graphis correct.

Theorem 5 If there is a loop-independent data depen-dence from a to b, then for every (�; �) 2 SEQ(a; b),sequencing � before � is equivalent to sequencing thetwo according to some topological numbering, topo#, ofGfcf .Proof. Since the dependence from a to b is loop-independent, there must be a path in Gfcf from a to b.� is an ancestor of a in G, so topo#(a) > topo#(�), andtherefore topo#(b) > topo#(�). Since � and � must beidentically control dependent upon some node z, one ofthe nodes must post-dominate the other. If � post-dominates �, then topo#(�) > topo#(b) > topo#(�)(by Lemma 2), which is a contradiction. Therefore, �post-dominates �, and topo#(�) > topo#(�). 24.3 Complexity of Sequencing Algo-rithmTo compute reach for all jN j nodes takes jEj bitvector operations. This preprocessing step is executedonly once, independent of the total number of datadependences in the program.During the execution of SEQUENCE, each edgein E which is in the subgraph dominated by LCA willbe traversed at least once. Since we store informationat the nodes to prevent the re-traversal of edges, eachcontrol dependence edge is traversed exactly once, sorunning SEQUENCE takes O(jEj) bit vector opera-tions.4.4 Sequencing OptimizationsSequencing two nodes of the forward control dependencegraph may e�ectively sequence other nodes as well. Twoobservations about the side-e�ects of sequencing are adirect result of the following theorem.For every X 2 N , let DOM(X) correspond to theset of nodes in the forward control dependence graph Gthat are dominated by the node X .Theorem 6 Let A and B be any two nodes in G.If there is no path between A and B, then for allA0 2 DOM(A) and B0 2 DOM(B), SEQ(A0; B0) =SEQ(A;B)Proof. Asumme there is no path between nodesA and B in G. We will show that SEQ(A0; B0) �SEQ(A;B) and SEQ(A0; B0) � SEQ(A;B).�: Let (�; �) be any member of SEQ(A;B). By thede�nition of SEQ(A;B), there is a path from � to Ain G. As A dominates A0, there is a path in G fromA to A0 and thus from � to A0. Similarly, there is apath in G from � to B0. Since (�; �) 2 SEQ(A;B),� and � are distinct nodes which are identicallycontrol dependent on some Z in G. Therefore, (�,�) 2 SEQ(A0; B0). 2�: Let (�; �) be any member of SEQ(A0; B0) and Zbe the node that identically controls nodes � and�. It su�ces to show that there is a path from �to A and from � to B. We �rst show that thereis no path in G from A to Z, for if there weresuch a path, there would also be a path from Entryto � (and thus to B0) which goes through A. Asthere is no path between A and B, there is a path



from Entry to B0 which does not go through B,contradicting the assumption that B0 2 Dom(B).Since there is no path from A to Z, there is a pathfrom Entry to � which does not go through A. As� 2 SEQ(A0; B0), there is a path from � to A0.Since A dominates A0, this path must go throughA and thus there is a path from � to A. Similarly,there is a path from � to B. Therefore, (�; �) is inSEQ(A;B). 2This theorem allows us to make two observations.One deals with the side-e�ects of directly sequencingtwo nodes, while the other considers the consequencesof satisfying a data dependence via sequencing. Theseobservations are used when processing a new datadependence. If we can determine that a dependencebetween two nodes has already been satis�ed by someprior sequencing, then no further processing is neededfor this dependence.Let A � B be a data dependence and let (�, �) bea member of SEQ(A;B).� Since (�, �) is a SEQ pair, SEQ(�; �) = f(�; �)g.By Theorem 4, there is no path in G between �and �. By Theorem 6, for all �0 2 DOM(�) and �02 DOM(�), SEQ(�0; �0) = f(�, �)g. Thus, once� and � have been sequenced, all nodes that �dominates have e�ectively been sequenced with allnodes that � dominates.� By Theorem 6, if there is no path between A andB in the forward control dependence graph G, thenonce the dependence A � B has been processed, allnodes in G that are dominated by A have beene�ectively sequenced with those nodes that aredominated by B.Although these two statements appear to be simi-lar, they describe di�erent side-e�ects and can in generalbe disjoint. Whenever the graphs rooted at � and �are trees, the �rst observation will include those pairsof sequenced nodes described in the second. However,if either graph is not a tree, the second observationwill capture side-e�ects that the �rst could not. Theseobservations allow the elimination of redundant pro-cessing and may reduce the actual running time of thealgorithm.5 PrivatizationIn this section we present an algorithm that determineswhere privatization increases parallelism by eliminat-ing storage-related dependences. Although privatiza-tion comes in two avors (doall privatization andcobegin: : :coend privatization), this section is con-cerned only with statement concurrency. Privatiza-tion with respect to loops has been previously exam-ined [BCFH89].Consider the bene�ts of privatization with respectto statement concurrency, where some statements maybe sequenced by DAG constraints. The following twoconditions may hold:C1: If the a�ected nodes are already ordered by DAGconstraints from ow dependences, then removing

the storage-related dependence is of no bene�t.Consider ow dependences from nodes X to Y andfrom Y to Z. Eliminating a storage-related depen-dence from X to Z would not increase programparallelism, and therefore is not performed.C2: Privatization introduces process-speci�c instancesof variables; such variables exist only for theduration of their allocating process. Consider aset of concurrently executing processes, where eachprocess privatizes and computes a value for somevariable x. If a value for x is required after theprocesses terminate, then some decision must bereached as to which process provides the survivingvalue. We consider privatization ine�cient unlessthe process responsible for providing such a valuecan be determined at compile-time. Otherwise,a run-time recurrence solution is required, theexpense of which may cancel the bene�ts of pri-vatization.If neither of the above conditions exists, then privatiza-tion will increase parallelism and is therefore performed.The above criteria serve as a guideline for deter-mining when the use of cobegin: : :coend privatizationis bene�cial. We will now describe how these guide-lines can be incorporated into the framework describedpreviously.5.1 CHECK PRIVAs in the algorithm of Section 4, cobegin: : :coendprivatization is formulated as a path problem over thecontrol dependence graph. We de�ne the two sets,PATH(Y ) = fX 2 N j 9 a directed path of sequencednodes in G from Y to Xg.and its inverse,RPATH(Y ) = fX j Y 2 PATH(X)gWe use these sets to determine how privatizationwould a�ect a storage-related dependence. As nodes aresequenced, each of these sets must be updated. Beforewe describe how to perform these updates, we show howthese sets are used.We initially set PATH(X) = RPATH(X) = fXg.Whenever the Find SEQ algorithm (Figure 9) sequencesnode X with node Y , where X topologically precedes Yin the original program, we will perform the following:1. For all Z 2 RPATH(X) do� PATH(Z) = PATH(Z) [ PATH(Y )2. For all Z 2 PATH(Y ) do� RPATH(Z) = RPATH(Z) [ RPATH(X)We now describe how we use the PATH set tocategorize storage-related dependences. Let X and Yparticipate in a storage-related loop-independent datadependence. Without loss of generality, assume thatX precedes Y in the topological order of the originalprogram.Whenever Y 2 PATH(X), condition C1 holds,and thus, nodes X and Y have already been e�ectivelysequenced. Consider the ow dependence betweenstatements S4 and S5 in Figure 2; this dependence forces



the statements to be sequenced. Since S5 2 PATH(S4),there is no need to perform privatization between thesestatements.The second reason for avoiding privatization con-cerns compile-time indeterminacy with respect to owof values. The semantics of privatization require that allnodes that use a private variable be in the begin: : :endblock that declares that variable. If it cannot be deter-mined at compile-time whether a value correspondingto a private variable will ow to a use, privatization isnot performed.(S1)if (a)thencobeginbegin(2)(S2) x = yendbegin(3)private zcobeginbegin(30)(S3) z = vendbegin(40) after(30)private ycobeginbegin(400)(S4) y = z + tendbegin(500) after(400)(S5) t = yendbegin(600) after(400)(S6) q = yendcoendendcoendendbegin(7)private zcobeginbegin(70)(S7) if (b)then(S8) z = wendifendbegin(80) after(70)(S9) f = zendcoendcoendendifFigure 10: Privatization Producing an Incorrect Pro-gramConsider the output dependence involving state-ments S3 and S8 of Figure 10. Privatizing z inthese statements, requires a decision as to which state-ments should be included in the respective begin: : :endblocks. Since statement S4 uses the private value of z of

Block 3, it is included in this block. However, since weare unable to determine at compile-time which value ofz will be used by statement S9, it is incorrect to includeit in either Block 3 or 7. Privatizing cannot be usedto eliminate the storage-related dependence betweenstatements S3 and S8; such privatization would producean incorrect program.The correct version of Figure 10 is given in Figure 5.Since z is not privatized in statements S3 and S8,statement S9 is ensured to get the correct value of z.However, the block containing statement S8 must nowwait until statements S3 and S4 have executed before itwrites into variable z.Previous work has described conditions that pre-vent a compile-time decision for copy out [BCFH89].In our framework, those conditions can be character-ized using the set SEQSET set. For any pair ofnodes, X and Y , the intersection of SEQSET (X)and SEQSET (Y ) includes all the nodes which requirevalues computed by both X and Y . In the example ofFigure 10, the SEQSET s S3 and S8 are not disjoint:SEQSET (S3) = fS3, S4, S9g and SEQSET (S8) =fS8, S9g. Thus, privatization is not used; instead, thestorage-related dependence is satis�ed by sequencingthe appropriate nodes.If Y 62 SEQSET (X) and SEQSET (X) \SEQSET (Y ) = fg, the variable involved in the storage-related dependence is privatized. This can be seen inFigure 3, where y is privatized in block 4 to eliminatethe anti- dependence between S2 and S4.We can now specify the routine CHECK PRIVmentioned in section 3. CHECK PRIV, shown inFigure 11, is passed a data dependence and will deter-mine if this dependence should no longer be privatized.The tests using PATH and SEQSET discussed inthe previous section are performed in this routine.CHECK PRIV will return true (privatization has beenreneged) whenever condition 1 or 2 holds.Invocation: CHECK PRIV(p), where� p = Si�Sj and Si topologically precedes SjThis routine will return true if the dependence thatis passed should no longer be privatized. It willreturn false, otherwise.Procedure: 1. If Sj 2 PATH(Si) thenreturn(true)2. If SEQSET (Si) \ SEQSET (Sj) 6= fg thenreturn(true)3. elsereturn(false)Figure 11: CHECK PRIV Algorithm5.2 A More E�cient Privatization Al-gorithmWhenever two statements are sequenced by the algo-rithm in Figure 6, each data dependence is checked toensure that privatization is still applicable; this process



is very expensive. This section describes an improvedversion of the Repeat-Until loop in Figure 6. In theimproved algorithm, whenever two nodes X and Yare sequenced, only the data dependences that can bea�ected by the sequencing of X and Y are examined.With each node X , we associate the set of nodesPRIV (X) that participate in a privatization relationwith X ; these nodes are involved in an output depen-dence with X . Since nodes correspond to statements,and each statement can write to at most one variable,jPRIV (X)j � 1. We also assume the presence of aset UD(X) which corresponds to all nodes involved inan anti-dependence with X , such that the store of thevariable is done at the statement corresponding to nodeX . We also de�ne the following sets:APV (Y ) = fX 2 N j 9 a private variable at node Xand Y 2 PATH(X)gDPV (Y ) = fX 2 N j 9 a private variable at node Xand X 2 PATH(Y )gThe APV (Ancestor Private Variables) set of a nodeX contains all private variable nodes that are ancestorsof X when considering sequenced edges. Similarly, theDPV (Descendant Private Variables) set correspondsto the private variable nodes that are descendants of X .For all X in N , we initialize APV (X) = DPV (X)= fg. Whenever we privatize a variable at a node X weset APV (X) = DPV (X) = fXg. When a node X issequenced with a node Y , APV (Y ) and DPV (X) areupdated in a similar manner to PATH and RPATHas illustrated below.1. For all Z 2 RPATH(X) do� DPV (Z) = DPV (Z) [ DPV (Y )2. For all Z 2 PATH(Y ) do� APV (Z) = APV (Z) [ APV (X)The sequencing of two nodes, X and Y , mightrequire the elimination of previously de�ned privatiza-tions. If APV (X) and DPV (Y ) are not disjoint, thereis a variable, v, that is currently being privatized by twonodes V1 and V2, where V1 2 RPATH(X) and V2 2PATH(Y ). The sequencing of X and Y will e�ectivelysequence V1 and V2; therefore, the privatization is notrequired. On the other hand, if there is a Z 2 PRIV (X)such that Y 2 SEQSET (Z), privatizing nodes X andZ might result in the incorrect value owing to node Y .When a privatization is eliminated, the correspond-ing nodes are removed from the appropriate PRIV ,APV andDPV sets and SEQUENCE is called to satisfythis storage-related dependence.Figure 12 gives the optimized version of the com-putation phase of the general algorithm of Figure 6. Astack of nodes to be sequenced, representing a worklist,is maintained. Once a privatization has been reneged,the nodes involved must be sequenced, and are thereforepushed onto the stack. The while loop continues as longas there are nodes remaining on the stack.When a pair of nodes is popped from the stackthe test of statement iii (Figure 12) checks whetherprivatization has been reneged. If this test is true thenRENEGE PRIV (see Figure 13) is called to remove the

Computation For each data dependence d = Si� Sj1. if d is loop-carried, then change the appro-priate loops from doall to sequential doloops [BCFH89].2. if d is loop-independent and cannot be elimi-nated by privatization then(a) PUSH(Si, Sj)(b) while not empty doi. POP(Si, Sj)Let v correspond to the variable that isassigned in statement Sj .ii. SEQUENCE(Si, Sj)iii. If APV (Si) \ DPV (Sj) 6= fg thenLet V1 2 APV (Si), V2 2 DPV (Sj)correspond to the nodes that privatize v.A. RENEGE PRIV(V1, V2)B. For all Sk 2 UD(Sj) doPUSH(Sk; Sj)iv. else if there exists a Sk 2 PRIV (Si) suchthat Sj 2 SEQSET (Sk) thenA. RENEGE PRIV(Si, Sk)Let Sl correspond to the node betweenSi and Sk which is topologically larger.B. For all Sz 2 UD(Sl) doPUSH(Sz ; Sl)Figure 12: Improved Version of Computation Phase ofGeneral AlgorithmInvocation: RENEGE PRIV(Si, Sj), where� Si and Sj participate in an output dependenceThis routine will renege the privatization of thevariable between statements Si and Sj .Procedure: 1. PRIV (Si) = fg2. PRIV (Sj) = fg3. For all Sp 2 RPATH(Si) doDPV (Sp) = DPV (Sp) - fV1g4. For all Sp 2 PATH(Sj) doAPV (Sp) = APV (Sp) - fV2gFigure 13: RENEGE PRIV Algorithmprivatization of variables associated with nodes Si andSj . Since privatization removes storage-related depen-dences, we must now sequence to satisfy all dependencesthat were previously eliminated by privatization. Thisis done implicitly (via the stack) in statement iiiB.If the �rst test is passed without any removal ofprivatization, the test at statement iv is performed.If it is true, RENEGE PRIV is called to remove theprivatization at statements Si and Sk. As is the casewith the test at statement iii, statements that requiresequencing are pushed on to the stack.The body of RENEGE PRIV is given in Figure 13.The �rst two statements remove the private variables



from their PRIV sets. Statements 3 and 4 update theDPV and APV sets, respectively, to reect the removalof the private variable.5.3 Complexity Analysis of ImprovedPrivatization AlgorithmThe stack of dependences to be sequenced drives theimproved algorithm of Figure 12. For each pair of nodespopped from the stack, we perform the tests at state-ments iii and iv. The test at statement iii involves takingthe intersection of two sets, APV (Si) and DPV (Sj).This test will require O(max(jAPV (Si)j; jDPV (Sj)j))operations (assuming the sets are stored in a searchtree). Similarly, the test at statement iv will requireO(jPRIV (Si)j) operations. Since jPRIV (Si)j � 1, thetest at statement iv is a constant time operation.The procedure RENEGE PATH of Figure 13,requires O(jRPATH(Si)j + jPATH(Sj)j) operationsto iterate through these two sets. The for loops atthe statements iiiB and ivB require an iteration of aUD set. However, for each element of the UD set, wepush a pair of nodes on to the stack to be sequenced.Since the push is a constant time operation, the costof iterating though the set can be factored into theprocessing of the pair of nodes when they are poppedfrom the stack. Therefore, the body of these testsrequires jRPATH(Si)j + jPATH(Sj)j operations.For each node that is sequenced, we performO(max(jAPV (Si)j; jDPV (Sj)j) * (jRPATH(Si)j +jPATH(Sj)j)) operations. If we let � correspond to thenumber of data dependences in the original program, inthe worst case, the number of nodes to be sequencedwill be O(j�j). This will give an overall complexity ofO(j�j * (max(jAPV (Si)j; jDPV (Sj)j) * (jRPATH(Si)j+ jPATH(Sj)j) for the while loop of the new algorithm.Note that the APV , DPV , PATH , and RPATHsets are a function of the amount of sequencing. Whilein general the size of these sets can be as large as jN j,the experiments discussed in Section 6 indicate that, inpractice, we can expect these sets to be small comparedto jN j. Thus, we expect a running time close to O(j�j).5.4 Comparison of Privatization Algo-rithmsConsider the original algorithm of Figure 6. State-ment ii iterates through the set of data depen-dences, �. In the worst case, during each iterationone instance of privatization can be reneged, forc-ing another iteration through �. The two tests inCHECK PRIV (Figure 11) require constant time andO(max(jSEQSET (Si)j, jSEQSET (Sj)j)), respectively.As is the case with the PATH set these sets can containup to jN j nodes, but experiments suggest that theactual sizes are relatively small, in practice. Thus, thecomplexity of the repeat-until loop of Figure 6 is O(j�j2� (max(jSEQSET (Si)j, jSEQSET (Sj)j))).Since max(jAPV (Si)j; jDPV (Sj)j)� (jRPATH(Si)j + jPATH(Sj)j � j�j � jN j2, theimproved algorithm is at least as e�cient in theory. Inpractice, the signi�cant factor of both the improved andoriginal algorithm is j�j. Since the expected time inpractice of the improved algorithm is O(j�j), while theexpected time in practice for the original algorithm is

O(j�j2), we expect the improved algorithm to be moree�cient in practice.6 ExperimentUsing the PTRAN system [ABC*87], we performedan experiment to determine the e�ectiveness of ourtechniques with respect to statement parallelism. Nor-mally, PTRAN includes a partitioning [Sar89] pass thateliminates ine�cient parallelism, based on expected ex-ecution times and overheads. Because such parametersare speci�c to a given architecture, we performed ourexperiments without partitioning. For input, we chosethree complete programs from numerical analysis:EISPACK a benchmark that computes all eigen-values and eigenvectors of a nonsymmetric ma-trix [SBD*76]LINPACK a Gaussian elimination benchmark thatfactors and solves a general system of simultaneousequations [DBMS79]SIMPLE a benchmark program for computationaluid dynamics and heat ow [Gil80]Our experiment accounted for only the static prop-erties of these programs. More experimentation isrequired to determine how run-time performance isimproved. Our static measurements do not account forfrequency of execution or for granularity of tasks. How-ever, control dependence will determine concurrencyamong large-grained tasks, such as entire do loops andprocedure calls.First, we present some general statistics about theprograms we examined. The table in Figure 14 contains:NODES the total number of control dependence graphnodes, summed over all procedures of the program.CONCUR the number of nodes that could executeconcurrently with some other node, ignoring datadependences.FOUND the number of nodes for which some concur-rency was found by our best technique.DIFF the number of nodes for which a di�erence wasobserved between the concurrency discovered byour best and worst techniques. These di�erencesare elaborated by the table in Figure 16 whichcompares weakened versions of our best algorithm.Program NODES CONCUR FOUND DIFFEISPACK 784 524 453 127LINPACK 405 280 262 55SIMPLE 901 618 600 180Figure 14: Program StatisticsOur experiment essentially examined each node of aprogram and measured the concurrency of that node asvarious techniques were applied to eliminate and satisfydependences. In this experiment, the following statistics



are computed for each node n of the control dependencegraph for which any concurrency could be achieved: 2MAX the number of siblings of n that could executeconcurrently with n. Ignoring data dependences,this statistic measures maximal concurrency. Agiven combination of concurrent nodes is countedonly once, so if X could execute concurrentlywith Y , then we do not count that Y executesconcurrently with X . This statistic determines anupper bound on \strict" statement concurrency,where statements do not execute in the parallel pro-gram unless they would execute in the sequentialprogram.BEST the number of siblings of n that could executeconcurrently with n after our best treatment ofdata dependences: elimination of dependences byprivatization and satisfying dependences by DAGconstraints. We express this statistic as a percentof MAX(n).The average and median for these statistics areshown in Figure 15.Program MAX BESTAvg. Median. Avg. Median.EISPACK 3.1 2.0 66% 71%LINPACK 3.7 2.0 74% 100%SIMPLE 5.5 3.0 82% 100%Figure 15: Potential Concurrency and Percentage De-tectedWe also measured the e�ectiveness of less-powerfultechniques, relative to the BEST measurement de-scribed above. We were especially interested in howmuch concurrency was due to allowing DAG constraints.Recall that the alternative is the total ordering (i.e.,sequential execution) of identically control dependentnodes, whose concurrent execution potentially results inthe execution of data dependent nodes [BCFH89]. Eachof the following statistics is expressed as a percentage-di�erence from BEST (n):WORST No dependences are eliminated by privati-zation, and all dependences are satis�ed withoutDAG constraints.PRIV Dependences are eliminated by privatization,but dependences are satis�ed without DAG con-straints.DAG DAG constraints are allowed, but no depen-dences are eliminated by privatization.The median for each of these statistics is shown inFigure 16.Although BEST can never be outdone byWORST,there is no provable ordering between DAG and PRIV.However, the experiments indicate that concurrencyis not signi�cantly improved by privatization, withor without DAG parallelism. Thus, allowing DAG2Such nodes are counted in CONCUR of Figure 14.

Program DAG PRIV WORSTEISPACK 0% {71% {77%LINPACK 0% {50% {50%SIMPLE 0% {67% {67%Figure 16: Comparison of Weaker Techniques (Median)parallelism and performing no privatization results inalmost all parallelism discovered in our experiments.Our experiment has yielded some interesting re-sults. First, if data dependences are ignored, thenalmost 70% of the control dependence graph nodes couldexecute concurrently with (an expected) three othernodes. Examining MAX in Figure 15, the disparitybetween the average and the mean for SIMPLE impliesgreater concurrency among some nodes. In fact, onenode had 36 concurrent siblings! If data dependencesare considered, then our best approach reduces state-ment concurrency by roughly 25% to satisfy depen-dences that could not be eliminated by privatization.Removing privatization does not signi�cantly impairparallelism.There are three explanations for the apparentuselessness of privatization:� Although arrays are not speci�cally excluded fromour algorithm, conditions that allow privatizationare di�cult to apply to arrays. For example, thedetermination of liveness is di�cult because eachde�nition of an array preserves rather than killsthe array. Although the expense of array alloca-tion and copying may render array privatizationprohibitively expensive, we must investigate thebene�ts of privatizing arrays.� We examined the bene�ts of privatization onlyfor concurrency among statements. Other workhas veri�ed the usefulness of privatization (scalarexpansion) in the context of loop vectoriza-tion [CKV85].� We do not privatize variables where the associ-ated statements are already sequenced, or wherecompile-time determination of copy out fails.We do not know which, if any, of these explanationscan exonerate privatization; more experimentation isrequired.7 ConclusionWe have presented algorithms that use control and datadependence to restructure programs for a variant ofcobegin: : :coend-style parallelism. The algorithms aree�cient and have been implemented in the PTRANsystem. Our experiments have thus far indicated thesuccess of DAG parallelism over more restrictive formsof constraints, but privatization did not play a majorrole in determining statement concurrency. Perhapsa more ambitious privatization algorithm would �ndgreater concurrency. Of greater urgency is the trialof our techniques as we execute the automaticallyparallelized programs on a real multiprocessor.
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